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Blues B.R.Others Show  
 
 

Earth, Europe, Hungary, Szeged, New Year’s Eve 2000 – Nobody imagined that this one-time 

performance of musician friends will basically change life of many fellows. Later everybody 

realized it: musicians, fans and future fans as well, but it was too late: collaboration of the Bell, 

the Rambling and Others has definitely, unquestionably established, the BLUES B.R.OTHERS 

SHOW 

The Production with a mission: to spread love of valued life-music in our machine-music-tainted 

world inland and overseas. 

The Repertoire which is able to generate pleasure with playing songs from the heart. 

The Songs which are not unknown for responsive audience – those ones which are, will become 

also known – for second time. 

The Style which conjuring goodness based on blues, funky, rhythm’n’blues, jazz. 

The Show coming from the main characters of a legendary movie and unforgettable for young 

and elder as well. 

And of course the Entertainment, what is unexampled in the known Universe – still next to their 

obvious diffidence… 

 

How it began: 

The debut of this howling production has taken place on New Year's Eve of 2000 at Dóm square 

of Szeged. One may call it "the group of local blueslovers" as most of the musicians have been 

rambling on the path of blues for a long while. Beside the similar interest in music fellowship has 

also determined the members of the group. The name Blues B.R.Others refers to Blues Bell and 

Rambling Blues Trio which provide the core of the band as well as Other musicians participate. 

It was planned as an occasional [onetime] production but soon it turned out that not only the 

musicians enjoy the shows damn good but on the part of the public they get fantastic reception as 

well - soon invitations came in force to other gigs and festivals. 

 

Repertoire: 

Repertoire of the 10-members band mostly consists of soundtracks from the highly successful, 

iconic Blues Brothers movie amongst other well know songs of similar genres. Their basic 

appearance and mood is unequivocally determined by the main characters of the movie. So they 
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follow it also with their dresses and choreography, complete that with their own ideas and 

personalities. 

3 vocals, 2 or 3 brasses, guitar, bassguitar, drum, keyboard and harmonica all together help to 

complete the pleasurable sound. 

 

Duration of the performance:   1*60 min., 2*45 min., or by agreement 

 

SHORT INTRODUCTION: 

This 10 members band was established in 2000. They repertoire includes the soundtracks of the 

iconic Blues Brothers movie, and also some similar characteristic, well-known, danceable, great 

r'n'b, funky, blues, soul, etc. songs. The only Hungarian blues show is very popular on the stages 

of festivals and clubs – not only in Hungary. 

 

Website: www.bluesbrothers.hu  

Facebook: fb.com/bluesbrothershu  

Youtube: www.youtube.com/bluesbrothershu 

 

 

 


